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What is an area risk analysis?

As known industrial plants, where high quantities of dangerous substances are
present, could cause relevant accidents with consequences that involve large
areas and cause damages to population, environment and infrastructures.
For this reason, a specific regulation (the so call "Seveso" directives), starting
from '90 years requires to perform a risk analysis for each of these plants.

An Area Risk Analysis is a study focused on evaluate the technological risk
related to the presence of high quantitative of dangerous substances able to
cause relevant accidents.
An Area Risk Analysis concern not only a single industrial plant but a number of
plants located in a restricted area (an industrial cluster).
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Why an area risk analysis?

The public authorities and private companies adopt Quantitative Area Risk
Analysis (QARA) when major risks posed by large industrialized sites have to be
examined and risk-related decisions have to be taken.

These decisions are related, mainly, to:

- the identification of preventive and protective measures for risk reduction;
- land-use planning,
- the safe siting of residential quarters or new industrial plants;
- territorial emergency planning,
- the determination of strategies to protect people, the environment and

assets during an accident.
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Why an area risk analysis?

The map shows the location of the main
chemical sites in Italy.

Main chemical sites in Italy

Characteristics relevant for an 
effective evaluation of risks
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Why an area risk analysis?

The map shows the location of the main
chemical sites in Italy.

Main chemical sites in Italy

high concentration of plants 
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Why an area risk analysis?

The map shows the location of the main
chemical sites in Italy.

Main chemical sites in Italy

transportation infrastructures 
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Why an area risk analysis?
It has been stated that risk assessment
limited to a single facility is almost pointless
when the facility is inserted into an
industrial cluster.

This is due to the interaction between risks
generated by different plants that composes
the cluster: in these cases a single-plant risk
assessment is not representative of the
overall real risk level.

Chemical facilities are frequently located
within an industrial hub, for historical and
economic reasons, so an integrated
procedure for the area risk assessment is
strongly required.

Main chemical sites in Italy
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How was area risk analyses born?

The first area risk analyses method,
probably one of the first worldwide, has
been the ARIPAR (Analisi dei Rischi
Industriali e Portuali dell’ Area di
Ravenna), mainly developed by the
Department of Chemical and Process
Engineering, University of Bologna, in
1995.

ARIPAR is a project born to aim at the
assessment of major accident risks
connected with storage, process and
transportation of dangerous substances
concerning a complex industrial area.

Ravenna site, first application of ARIPAR
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ARIPAR method for area risk assessment

ARIPAR method takes into account, as
sources of risk, the process units that
compose the cluster of facilities under
examination; it considers also
transportation networks in the nearby of
the industrial hub.

Once accident frequency of occurrence and
physical effects are evaluated, the method
recomposes geographically the risk level,
showing several risk contours on a map.

Other ways by which ARIPAR is able to
show the results are F-N curves and
histograms.
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The evolution of ARIPAR method

ARIPAR method is revealed to be a dynamic and
flexible tool, so it has encountered several integrations
and improvements.

2000 - ARIPAR method implements a GIS environment,
allowing the access to a high number of additional and
georeferenced information.

2003 - ARIPAR method is implemented into a software,
which allow the user to perform an extremely high
number of evaluation, especially concerning
combination in the field of domino effect.

2014 – ARIPAR method implements a NaTech package,
in order to take into account accidents generated by
severe natural events that could involve industrial
facilities.
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Why ARIPAR could be a starting point
ARIPAR is a well defined and tested method, as a result it represents a suitable
starting point for the development of a new generation of Area Risk Assesemnt tool
that takes into account new condition and knowledge of Industry 4.0
As already happened, others additional packages could be attached to the existing
methodology, as what has been previously done, for example, with the Nat-Tech
package.

Italian area risk analysis carried out using ARIPAR

Ravenna

Piombino

Livorno

Sicily

ARIPAR methodology is been
applied and tested in several
cases.
For this reason this QARA tool
can be adopted in general for a
large varity of area conditions
with different conformation
and complexity degree.
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QARA’s state of the art 
In general Quantified Area Risk Analyses (QARA) available today have got these 
strengths: 

 The methodologies are been strongly tested and verified for a long time

 The analyses are implemented in specifics software that allow to performs 
risks calculations easily and taking into account a great variety of parameters

 Interactions between plants, environment and transport infrastructures are 
well known and models available deeply tested 

 Results are useful and - in many cases - ready to use for a lot of purposes 
during the activities of planning and management of territories
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QARA’s state of the art 
In general Quantified Area Risk Analyses (QARA) available today have got these 
weaknesses: 

INPUTS
• Are based on statistic (and static) data as: 

o ISTAT data for population characteristics and distribution; 
o Meteo data mainly based on historical series; 
o Land configuration based on official maps and cartography

• Risk scenarios are calcualted by simple simulation model (and softwares) for 
consequences evaluation

OUTPUTS
• Results are a static mesure of risk
• Results are, in many cases, used as external input for emergencies

managment systems
• Results are based on historical data that are mainly updated off-line by mean

of a manual data entry activity
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Industry 4.0: what’s new in risk assessment

The description of Industry 4.0 present a list of 9 Key
Enabling Technologies, on which the innovation is
based. Some of them are interesting concerning risk
analysis and lead to a review on methods adopted
during the risk assessment process, in order to carry out
a more accurate evaluation.

On the other hand, such technologies have brought industrial
plants, urban areas, infrastructures to be the more
interconnected than ever. Due to this process, an increase of
complexity is observed because systems are interdependent each
others more and more, and, increasing interactions between
systems, increase the number of “failure modes” too.

New hazards have to be considered and new strategies to reduce risks and
to face emergencies have to be developed.
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Industry 4.0: Key Enabling Technologies

Area Risk Analisys

Enabling Technologies

Peace Time Emergency

Land-use 
planning

Identification 
of measures 

for risk 
reduction

Planning Management

Autonomus robots  () 

Additive manufacturing ()

Augmented reality ()  

Simulation    

Horizontal e vertical integration   

Industrial internet (IoT)   

Cloud    

Cyber-security    

Big Data Analytics    
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Future QARA development lines

From static to dynamic

To improve capability to analyze realty & complexity 

A more comprehensive risk analysis

From stand alone tool to an active and integrated part of a emergency 
management system 

Considering the new scenario and the availability of this enabling technologies,
the area risk assessment could be developed on the basis of these lines:
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Industry 4.0: Key Enabling Technologies

• Distribution of population 
• State of assets and infrastructures
• Weather conditions and environmental parameters

All these data could be available in real time and used for develop forecasting
scenarios.

Big Data 
Analytics

In an Industry 4.0 context, the collection and comprehensive evaluation of data from many different 
sources—production equipment and systems as well as enterprise- and customer-management 
systems—will become standard to support real-time decision making.

Cloud More production-related undertakings will require increased data sharing across sites and company 
boundaries. At the same time, the performance of cloud technologies will improve, achieving reaction 
times of just several milliseconds. As a result, machine data and functionality will increasingly be 
deployed to the cloud, enabling more data-driven services for production systems

From static to dinamic

Industrial 
internet 
(IoT)

Industry 4.0 means that more devices—sometimes including unfinished products—will be enriched 
with embedded computing. This will allow field devices to communicate and interact both with one 
another and with more centralized controllers, as necessary. It will also decentralize analytics and 
decision making, enabling real-time responses.
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Industry 4.0: Key Enabling Technologies

In order to do that, the following points can be foreseen
• an extensive use of 3-dimensional models of territory and industrial

environments
• the availability of new data and services from satellite systems (as

Copernicus)
• the use of enhanced simulation models for forecasting of weather conditions

and accidents evolution (as fire, explosion and toxics cloud)

Cloud More production-related undertakings will require increased data sharing across sites and company 
boundaries. At the same time, the performance of cloud technologies will improve, achieving reaction 
times of just several milliseconds. As a result, machine data and functionality will increasingly be 
deployed to the cloud, enabling more data-driven services for production systems

To improve capability to analyze realty & complexity 

Simulation Simulations will be used more extensively in plant operations to leverage real-time data and mirror 
the physical world in a virtual model, which can include machines, products, and humans. This will 
allow operators to test and optimize the machine settings for the next product in line in the virtual 
world before the physical changeover, thereby driving down machine setup times and increasing 
quality.
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Industry 4.0: Key Enabling Technologies

New hazards will be taken in to account, as:
• Cyber attacks,
• Propagation of damages through interdependencies between Critical

Infrastructures,
• Extreme meteo events due to climate changes

A more comprehensive risk analysis

Cyber-
security

With the increased connectivity and use of standard communications protocols that come with 
Industry 4.0, the need to protect critical industrial systems and manufacturing lines from 
cybersecurity threats increases dramatically. As a result, secure, reliable communications as well as 
sophisticated identity and access management of machines and users are essential.

Horizontal e 
vertical 
integration

With Industry 4.0, companies, departments, functions, and capabilities will become much more 
cohesive, as cross-company, universal data-integration networks evolve and enable truly automated 
value chains.

Cloud More production-related undertakings will require increased data sharing across sites and company 
boundaries. At the same time, the performance of cloud technologies will improve, achieving reaction 
times of just several milliseconds. As a result, machine data and functionality will increasingly be 
deployed to the cloud, enabling more data-driven services for production systems
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Industry 4.0: Key Enabling Technologies

QARA software will be a part of early warning and decision support systems for
emergency.
• On line risk maps will be calculated in real time
• The capability to link events precursors, detected form the field, to an early

warning systems, will be developed

From stand alone tool to an active and integrated part of an 
emergency management system 

Simulation Simulations will be used more extensively in plant operations to leverage real-time data and mirror 
the physical world in a virtual model, which can include machines, products, and humans. This will 
allow operators to test and optimize the machine settings for the next product in line in the virtual 
world before the physical changeover, thereby driving down machine setup times and increasing 
quality.

Cloud More production-related undertakings will require increased data sharing across sites and company 
boundaries. At the same time, the performance of cloud technologies will improve, achieving reaction 
times of just several milliseconds. As a result, machine data and functionality will increasingly be 
deployed to the cloud, enabling more data-driven services for production systems

Industrial 
internet 
(IoT)

Industry 4.0 means that more devices—sometimes including unfinished products—will be enriched 
with embedded computing. This will allow field devices to communicate and interact both with one 
another and with more centralized controllers, as necessary. It will also decentralize analytics and 
decision making, enabling real-time responses.



Thank you for your attention!


